"Homens de Maracatu" (Men of Maracatu).
The iron triangle is an instrument used in maracatu cearense, a musical and cultural practice in Fortaleza that recalls the court and coronation of the reis negros, the black kings of religious brotherhoods, principally during carnaval. (According to Souza (2002) , there are indications that coronations of reis negros have occurred in the context of religious brotherhoods-and elsewhere-in various countries around the world since the sixteenth century.) Since at least 1937, the triangle has been one of the primary instruments in maracatu cearense. Moreover, the trianglea thinner steel version-is one of the three basic instruments of forró and baião, which are northeastern rhythms and genres often associated with rurality and the sertão, the Brazilian semi-arid hinterlands. According to Calé Alencar, maracatu musician and president of maracatu Nação Fortaleza, the use of the triangle in maracatu cearense (an instrument not used in the betterknown maracatu from the Brazilian state of Pernambuco and elsewhere) was inspired by the triangle used in baião 2 . Because of the iron triangle's high pitch, its sound carries easily over the drum ensembles that march during maracatu presentations. While the iron triangle can be played in a number of ways, there is one characteristic rhythm (accented on beats two and four in 4/4 meter in a slow tempo, often described by maracatu musicians as "cadenciado," cadenced) played by many of the maracatu groups in Fortaleza.
Although Mauricelio-who also plays drums in a rock cover band in a restaurant every Friday night-has no musical affiliation with Fortaleza's maracatu groups, to him, the rhythm and timbre of the triangle seemed like significant musical representations of the band's image. Gledson, the guitarist, wanted louder Led Zepplin-influenced electric guitar and less triangle.
One could argue that the preference for guitar versus triangle (and vice versa) merely reflects the self-interest of the musicians (i.e., the guitarist wanted to hear more of himself in the mix), yet Mauricelio positioned his aesthetic argument within a discourse of regional and local identity, hoping to emphasize the contrasts between the sound of the triangle with the electric guitar without losing the local sound that to him defined the band. Agreeing with Mauricelio, Gleucimar (one of the group's lyricists and singers) explains the major intent of Eletrocactus is to "make music that represents the average 2 Thanks to Ron Conner (doctoral student in ethnomusicology at UCLA whose MA thesis concerned maracatu cearense) to whom Calé Alencar explained the history of the triangle in maracatu cearence in an interview on July 31, 2010, Fortaleza, Ceará.. person from Ceará." 3 Roberto, the lead singer, reiterates, "We want to make music in which Cearenses (people from Ceará) can recognize themselves."
Their intent, however, is not only one of self-representation, but also one of cultural preservation and promotion. They worry that traditional music from Ceará is undervalued and poorly known, and Gleucimar argues that "culture is ephemeral" and must be "preserved." This idea-that culture must be resurrected and taught so as not to be forgotten-at times contradicts the very principle that their music represents people from Ceará. How can people recognize themselves in something they do not yet know? According to Aragão (2005) , in the second administration of the so-called "Government of Changes" 4 in Ceará, the state actively promoted a new touristic image of Ceará. Consequently, the primary representations of Ceará put forth by the media, the government and the local tourism industry until recently involved the sun, the ocean, and the beach, images that were part of the 1991 public policy campaign in which the state adopted the slogan, "Ceará Terra do Sol,"
Ceará Land of the Sun (Aragão 2005: 91) . Cultural and musical representations (as opposed to geographic visual representatinos) of Ceará, however, remained less common. As such, the members of Eletrocactus believe they must first learn and then disseminate the sounds and images that they understand to represent their fans.
The problem, thus, is semiotic. On the one hand, they firmly believe that the musical (and visual) signs that they use to represent their band will be understood by their listeners as symbols of Ceará, the Northeast, and Brazil.
On the other hand, they believe that these signs are under-appreciated and little-known. In this paper, we argue that this tension in their construction of the regional imaginary permits the multiple, conflicting, and contrasting ways Eletrocactus and its members locate themselves (and other musical groups) within the sociocultural context of present-day Fortaleza and the history of regionalist musical and cultural movements in Brazil, Ceará and Fortaleza. That is, their belief that there exists a lack of familiarity with the images and sounds that they consider regional gives them flexibility to create a new musical sound, audiovisual aesthetic, and cultural movement.
Applying Peircian semiotics to the study of music, Thomas Turino claims, "Music involves signs of feeling and experience rather than the types of mediational signs that are about something else," thereby allowing music "to create emotional responses and to realize personal and social identities" (Turino 1999: 224) . For Eletrocactus, their music and self-presentation includes both "signs of feeling" and "mediational signs," what Peirce (and Turino) would call an "emotional interpretant" and a "sign-interpretant," the former meaning that it instigates a feeling, the latter meaning that it corresponds to a "linguistic-based concept" (Ibid.). By symbolizing the state of Ceará, the band expects to evoke feelings of attachment and self-recognition.
Turino argues, "We make the connection between indexical signs and their objects by experiencing them together in our actual lives," and claims that, for example, we associate wedding marches with weddings because we have previously experienced hearing the two occur together (Turino 2008: 9) .
Here, we argue that it is both lived experience as well as cultural learning and reiteration that give musical signs their power. Maracatu cearense is not a musical sign of Fortaleza because listeners have heard it within the boundaries of Fortaleza. Eletrocactus employs it as a symbol because the band's members have previously learned that it-as opposed to other kinds of music-is a sonic representation of the city. Moreover, they continue the process of giving these local, regional and national signs their meaning.
In her article, "Macunaíma's Music," Suzel Reily argues, "We are now faced with the difficult task of critically dismantling the tri-ethnic mythologies of the twentieth century if we are to understand what music means to those who perform it" (Reily 1997: 94 After arriving in Fortaleza, Gleucimar says that she already felt a strong sense of belonging and an attraction to many of Ceará's cultural manifestations, including literatura de cordel, a kind of folk poetry, and maracatu cearense. Gleucimar also took an interest in the music of the so-called Pessoal do Ceará, the folks from Ceará, as several successful musicians from Ceará were known in the 1960s and 70s, including Ednardo-Gleucimar's favorite-Fagner, and Belchior. After marveling at the local culture, which to her seemed different from that of urban Rio de Janeiro, she felt compelled take part in a movement for cultural preservation. As she explained, if "ephemeral" culture is not preserved, it will cease to exist, a sentiment that recalls Alan Lomax's fear of "cultural grey-out." Yet in the case of Gleucimar, her method of "preserving" regional culture was to modify it, to combine her love of regional culture with her brother's affinity for heavy metal and Led Zepplin.
Nonetheless, she understands Eletrocactus as a tool among many for salvaging regional music and culture. Norte showing films as their newly adopted method of cultural-political activism (Pimentel 1995: 76-8 It is important to note that while Tropicalismo and similar anthropophagist musical movements were appearing elsewhere in Brazil at the time, the Pessoal do Ceará did not see themselves as an offshoot of Tropicalismo but as something uniquely cearense. These movements arose from similar cultural and musical backgrounds-a national musical history that included
Beatlemania and an affinity with international counterculture movements, a steady decline in the popularity of bossa nova, and UNE-inspired student movements that were beginning to act in response to the military dictatorship-but each was aimed at a slightly different audience and generated by different circumstances. Ricardo Bezerra describes the music of the Pessoal do Ceará as "cosmopolitan," sometimes drawing on tango and the bolero, other times drawing on rock and American folk music (Castro 2008: 47) . While this kind of hybridic musical borrowing is reminiscent of Tropicalismo, discourses surrounding cultural anthropophagy generally associated with Tropicalismo were of little concern to the Pessoal do Ceará.
In an analysis of the image of Ceará in the music of Ednardo, Gilmar de Carvalho argues that by citing places and rhythms from Ceará in his music, Ednardo created original cearense music that was neither athropophogist nor preservationist. "Folklore enters his music as a starting point in his creative process, and not as a diluted pastiche among modern arrangements or enclosed in pretentious structures" (Carvalho 1983: 11) . instituting an identification with a plural place that overcomes those already known homogenizations created by other discourses" (Mendes 2007: 414) . of Afro-Brazilian religion). While each maracatu group has these elements in common, each group also has its own peculiarities which configure it as an instrument of social and political expression for its members.
Calé Alencar and Maracatu Cearense: Imagining the City
Possibly, the widely understood correlation between maracatu and the coronation of the so-called black kings are related to the diffusion of knowledge by Costa (1908 ), Ferreira (1951 , Real (1967) , Guerra-Peixe (1980), Rodrigues (1932) , Andrade (1981) and others who participated in the propagation of categorizations of maracatu, homogenizing many of the dynamics inherent in the practice. Costa (1908) strongly perpetuated the idea that maracatu was reminiscent of Africa, and Rodrigues (1931) spread ideas about totemic survivals. However, articulating a precise definition of maracatu is a complicated task because of the multiplicity of uses and meanings given to maracatu in distinct times and places. 9 Houaiss Dictionary defines it as "a dance in which a costumed group, dancing to the sound of drums, shakers and bells (gonguês), is followed by a woman, who carries in her hand a bat at the end of which is a richly decorated doll (the calunga) and is executing choreographic evolutions." Still, to understand the concept by the dictionary's definition implicitly homogenizes the manifestation around a single idea and ignores its processual and plural character. Depending on the place, the definition of a practice like maracatu is anchored in some elements like the use of specific instruments, the presence of specific characters, the presence of musical rhythms, and the involvement of participants with a specific religion. For example, Lima (2009) According to Silva (2004) , the maracatus in the 1930s played faster rhythms, and this practice lasted for more than ten years. In the 1950s, maracatu Az de Espada began playing maracatu in a slower tempo, described as "cadenced."
Silva asserts all maracatu groups that began playing the new, slower tempo ultimately adopted it, transforming it into a significant characteristic of maracatu cearense. Near the end of the '80s, maracatu Nação Verdes Mares presented with a faster tempo and in 1995 Nação Boabab mixed the "cadenced" rhythms with others, like the baque-virado rhythm from maracatu in Pernambuco, also introducing an instrument called the chocalheira. During those years, maracatu cearense groups mixed different rhythms: Nação Boabab incorporated xaxado, coco, and baque-virado, and Nação Iracema, Nação Rei Zumbi, Nação Fortaleza, and Nação Solar play faster rhythms and invent new instruments.
The iron triangle has been important in maracatu cearense since the 1930s, and according to Calé, "there is no maracatu in the world [other than Ceará's] that uses the iron triangle." The utilization of the instrument also proves the desire to mark the distinction between maracatu in Ceará and maracatu from the state of Pernambuco. As Calé explained, he became involved with maracatu in part to combat misconceptions that maracatu cearense is an imitation of maracatu pernambucano. Regarding these distinctions, he says:
There are many differences: the costumes, the dance, the organization, the instruments, and the fact that we don't leave from a terreiro (place of worship) for our parade. Maracatu cearense is a game, a part of carnaval. While most maracatu cearense groups are associated with specific neighborhoods, Nação Fortaleza is notable in that it brings together people from different neighborhoods and social and cultural conditions. During carnaval, many college students participate in Nação Fortaleza, including individuals associated with cultural and musical movements in Ceará, like Gleucimar, who played in Nação Fortaleza for several years. The presence of activists and skilled musicians in Nação Fortaleza is likely a result of Calé's belief that music is capable of expressing cultural identities. He said in an interview that he always tries to work with "rhythms that express a cultural identity," and included a maracatu loa on his first album. His intent is to disseminate "this kind of rhythm, music, and theme to show our identity." Calé emphasized the importance of the interaction between Nação Fortaleza and local bands like Eletrocactus. He sees exchanges with young musicians as fundamental because of their "young blood," in addition to the fact that these singers understand the music, notably the loas of maracatu, as a way to propagate cearensidade.
Maracatu began acquiring meaning, however slowly, as a sign of cearensidade over many decades. Participants dedicate themselves annually to the process of preparing these elaborate presentations, especially for carnaval.
Recently, there has been municipal interest in maracatu during carnaval. The city has greatly increased its financial support of carnaval (from R$80,000 in with symbols of youth and symbols of modernity." (Magaldi 1999: 313) . This is also true for signs of nordestinidade (northeastern-ness) and cearensidade, which also must share space with youth culture and modernity. In an interview, Orlângelo Leal, the lead singer of Dona Zefinha, asserted that these images share space in his work. He described his music as poetry "that speaks of the fears, the longings, the desires, about technology; that speaks of the with recordings by bands affiliated with the movement and its philosophy, which is to valorize original music composed by musicians from Ceará.
Eletrocactus is one of twenty groups to appear on the CD.
13 The second wave of the Movimento Cabaçal is referenced in the blog Todos os Sons, for example.
The recent changes in Rock-Cordel and the appearance of Ceará Autoral
Criativo prove that musicians in Ceará need not perform music that sounds distinctly cearense (that is, regionalist) in order to identify or be identified as cearense. This shift is also audible in the music of Eletrocactus' first fulllength album.
The CD Release Party
Around 7 show is formed by various musical influences and visual imaginaries, all of which are subject to constant resignification. As Sahlins explains, "Meanings are reevaluated when they are realized in practice" (Sahlins 1990: 7) .
After about a minute of instrumental vamping, Roberto approached the microphone. "Since the very beginning, we have proposed to contribute to Ceará's artistic scene," he announced over the sound of the heavy metal-influenced rhythm section. Next, the sound of the electric bass, electric guitar, and high hat commenced "Calango Eletrônico" (Electronic Lizard), followed by an acoustic guitar accompanying the fast-paced pé-de-serra rhythm of the forró triangle and ganzá, with the entrance of the zabumba playing a baião rhythm shortly thereafter. Next, the singers began a descending minor tetrachordal "whoa" sung in parallel thirds. The word calango, meaning lizard, is commonly used in the interior of Ceará (as opposed to the more common Portuguese word lagartixa), and functions here as both a visual and linguistic symbol of the sertão. The song's lyrics are about a lizard that uses the internet, and according to Roberto, reflect a tension between rurality and urbanity that he perceives as a characteristic of Fortaleza. He explained that lizards can be found on his front porch as much as they can in the sertão, and that in the song, they illustrate how despite this rapidly globalizing world, elements of local environment and culture persist. 
"Maracatunaíma": The Song Without Character
The "cadenced" maracatu cearenese rhythm-played on an iron triangle, caixa (snare) and bumbo (bass drum)-slowly fades in, beginning Eletrocactus' original recording of the song "Maracatunaíma" on their EP Ver Viajar. The snare plays quarter note triplets over the first two beats in 4/4 time, the bass drum on beats three and four, and the triangle on all four beats, muted on beats one and three and fully sounding its shallow, dull timbre on beats two and four. After twenty seconds of nothing but maracatu cearense, the electric guitar and electric bass enter, playing a twelve-bar blues riff that sounds more rockabilly than rock and roll, like a twangy caricature of the blues.
Gledson then enters on vocals another twenty-five seconds later, growling the melody with clipped enunciation and a warbling tone, before ending the first phrase with a "whoo" reminiscent of Warren Zevon's "Warewolves of and roll-and not maracatu cearense-that "formed our generation," she said.
At a music festival in 2007, they performed "Maracatunaíma," and as they recall, nobody understood what they were playing. People complained that they were playing blues improperly. The maracatu rhythm was not only unintelligible to the audience, but it was mistaken for a poorly played blues rhythm.
Calé Alencar happened to be in attendance, and later told the band that he tried explaining to people around him that if they ignored the electric guitar, they could hear the maracatu beat, but the listeners remained doubtful.
The members of Eletrocactus understand their musical project not as a reflection or product of globalization and flows, but rather as an updating of what is already theirs, or rather, taking something which they identify as their own-rock music-and inserting themselves into it-maracatu cearense. Although rock music was an example of globalization through the 1980s, its ubiquity has since decontextualized and deterritorialized it, making the "rock aesthetic the core practice of popular music in the world" (Regev 2003: 222) . Gleucimar emphasizes, "It's great to see yourself represented in a film, and that doesn't happen in Brazil." Roberto continued, "When you see a photo of yourself in a friend's photo album, you feel happy.
You feel a sense of pride when you see yourself. We want people to recognize themselves in our music." In their minds, they are not mixing cearense music with American music. They are creating rock music in which they and their listeners can feel a sense of regional pride. Yet their prior lack of familiarity with maracatu highlights the semiotic tension in their work: maracatu cearense is a symbol of Ceará, but it is not one they already knew. While the band hopes to disseminate feelings of belonging and recognition among any Macunaíma is a book about a "hero without character":
And we live in this confusion. Who are we? We're all this. We're nobody. This is the identification that we want to have [in the song]. Where do we come from?
There's so much miscegenation. Our Brazilian birthright is this.
The song's lyrics include words like paxiúba, Iriqui, and muiraquitã, suggesting indigeneity, contain references to a "moleque preto retinto," a child with jet-black skin-Macunaíma himself-and list the names "Piaimã," "Pietro," and "Pedro," referencing both indigenous and European ancestry. The song's narrative describes the "moleque preto" dancing maracatu,
itself an allusion to the idea of African ancestry in the formation of Brazil.
Schwarcz explains that "symbols do not only reflect, but they also create meaning. They are products, but they are also a production: they construct values and feelings" (Schwarcz 2008: 44) .
Brasilidade (Brazilian-ness) is most visible with the band in light of their intuition to insert themselves into global flows (Appadurai 2003) . Gleucimar and Roberto both mentioned that they hope to perform abroad, specifically in Europe and the Middle East. As they begin to expand their scope, it seems that they begin to prioritize brasilidade over cearensidade, the national over the regional.
The first recording of "Maracatunaíma" emphasized maracatu presumably because they were thinking of themselves and their recording in a regional context. Making music in which people from Fortaleza can recognize themselves is relevant in the context of the city or the state. Cearensidade, representing the state as a whole, is relevant on a national scene. And representing the nation (as well as an internationalized youth culture) becomes relevant in an international milieu.
The recording of "Maracatunaíma" from their new CD-much like their performance at the CD release party-differs in several significant ways from the original EP recording described above. The song begins with a swing ride rhythm played on the hi-hat, and after only one second of solo percussion, the guitar and bass enter. The familiar guitar riff from the previous recording and a new, more complex walking bass line begin at ten seconds, when the ride rhythm gives way to a subtle maracatu cearense rhythm, played on the drum set rather than maracatu drums. The iron triangle is also quiet and buried in the mix, and is accompanied by a hi-hat and a steel triangle-the kind used in forró-that has a higher and tinnier timbre. The guitar and bass parts seem more complicated than before, more blues-like, less rockabilly, and the counterpoint between the two creates most of the song's interest. Gledson's voice is restrained, only growling the first syllable of the first word of each phrase, singing with a clearer, straighter tone in general. The "whoo" before the refrain is replaced with the band members shouting what sounds like, "Yeah, boy!" in English. Roberto's harmonies in the chorus are quieter. And there is no harmonica solo, leaving the song one verse shorter, now only three minutes, twenty-two seconds as opposed to the five minutes, eighteen seconds of the EP version. Like the earlier recording, this version also ends with a tonic seventh chord. Even though the triangles play the maracatu pattern through the refrain, this recording is generally more blues than maracatu.
As the band tries to enter into the mainstream, striving for radio play and exposure to audiences outside of the Northeast and even outside of Brazil, their music seems less self-consciously cearense. Roberto explains the change:
Before we had a real aesthetic preoccupation. Now we make music the way we like, without references. We don't need to worry about mixing things. Before, they would say, "Let's do a baião with blues." Now it's just like, "Matuto Blues"
(Northeastern hillbilly blues). Blues, played the way we play it.
CONCLUSION
Roberto emphasizes the notion that they want their fans (or potential fans)
to identify with Eletrocactus' music. But he also confirms the problem that many of the images they hope listeners will identify with are new to their audiences and to themselves. He explains:
We want people to be able to identify with what we play. use music to locate themselves in quite idiosyncratic and plural ways" (1997:
3). The members of Eletrocactus yearn for an essential cearensidade they can tap into. They want a direct way to musically say that they are from Ceará.
But because no such cearensidade exists, they must cobble together various images and sounds put forward by musicians before them, and invent new ones in the process. This act, creating new signs, new aural metonyms of the city, state, and nation, occurred with each musical style that was seen as an important sign of Ceará by Eletrocactus. Luiz Gonzaga linked baião to the Northeast. The Pessoal do Ceará and Calé Alencar linked maracatu cearense to Ceará. Dona Zefinha linked reisado to the interior. These rhythms and cultural practices became signs over time, due to repeated intentional of use of them as signs. For the social imaginary to be entrenched in the minds of people, there must be a "continuity of meaning:" "symbols, allegories, and myths only create roots when there is social and cultural terrain upon which they can feed" (Carvalho 1990: 89) .
Eletrocactus began by self-consciously combining pre-existing signs of the region and of their identities as young musicians from the periphery of Fortaleza. Now they make "matuto blues," not half northeastern hillbilly/half blues, but a synthesis of the two. On their myspace page, Eletrocactus writes:
Does a truly cearense music exist? This is the latent question in each chord intoned by the musicians of the band Eletrocactus, whose music provides a soundtrack to routes in search of a cearense music that dialogues amiably with the many disparate tendencies of regional, Brazilian, and international music.
Rather than answering this question, their music seems to continually ask it. Eletrocactus simultaneously represents and creates cearensidade, nordestinidade and brasilidade in their music. As their audience expands, so does the way they wished to portray themselves. To audiences in Ceará, they emphasize Fortaleza and fortalezensidade. To the Northeast, they emphasize cearensidade. To a Brazilian audience, they emphasize nordestinidade.
Internationally, they emphasize brasilidade. For their listeners and fans to experience feelings of pride or self-recognition, the band members feel they must convincingly convey musical representations of these places. Yet in order to comprehend the musical signs of Fortaleza, Ceará or Brazil, listeners must be able to recognize them as such. The process by which musical "mediational signs" or "sign-interpretants" are created and then become recognizable and meaningful allows them to ultimately evoke feelings of pride and recognition as "emotional interpretants." Turino understands music as capable of inspiring feelings like love and hate, allowing listeners to "realize personal and social identities." But music also helps people construct individual and group identities by inspiring feelings of selfrecognition that can only occur when the music successfully functions as a mediational sign. For Eletrocactus, the city, state, and nation are places to be imagined musically, and by reiterating pre-existing musical signs and creating new ones, they actively construct new musical identities. 
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